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GLOBAL DEMAND

RATES LEVELS

BUNKER

SCHEDULE RELIABILITY

1. OVERVIEW

Global demand is now down by 2.8% 
year-on-year, it is the 4th month of 
consecutive decline.

In the next months we expect 
annualized global demand to be 
below 2019 levels.

Rate levels are dropping. Compared 
to week 27 of the previous year, FBX 
index is 9% less than 2021’s rates.

The spread between VLSFO and 
IFO380 is around 400$/mt.

Increase of bunker did little or 
nothing to prevent the decline of 
position in shipping rates.

From 2022, most of the vessels will 
have to go drydock to make technical 
changes to reduce Co2 emissions.

Schedule reliability has improved 
once again, this time by 2.1 
percentage points M/M, reaching 
36.4% in May 2022, which is the 
highest figure recorded in 2022, 
so far.

North Asia, North America and North 
Europe saw increased disruptions. 
Based on several sources, port 
congestion in July absorbed about 13% 
of total capacity, up 1.6% compared to 
June.

Port congestion in North America 
shifted from USWC to USEC ports.

North European ports are also showing 
critical situations.

PORT CONGESTION

CAPACITY

Ocean carriers are opting to a more 
aggressive blanking strategy to 
manage a dip in demand.

Moreover, carriers are increasing 
the trend to divert vessels to “more 
profitable” routes, leaving some 
network trades as “ghost” services –
without a ship assigned.
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2. GLOBAL DEMAND

According to Container Trade Statistics latest 
release, global demand is now down by 2.8% 
year-on-year. Comparing to April 2022 this 
means an improvement, but it is the 4th month 
of consecutive decline. As it is shown by 
figure 1, decrease is not homogeneous: head-
haul lanes are down by 1.1%, this means that 
the main dominant trade lane, such as Trans-
pacific East Bound or Trans-Atlantic West 
Bound, are far better than back-haul lanes 
(Source Container Trade Statistics) .

TEU demand growth year-on-year

Figure 2 - TEU demand growth Y-on-Y - Source Sea Intelligence, Sea-Intelligence Sunday Spotlight Issue 572

Focus

The US imports from China are still high, 

even though showing strong signs of 

decrease, while European imports 

estimated to fall by 11.1% in 2022

The annual growth rate compared to 2019 is 
rapidly approaching zero and is on a 
declining trend. In the next month’s global 
demand will be below 2019’s demand levels
(Source: Sea Intelligence, Sea-Intelligence 
Sunday Spotlight Issue 572) .

Figure 1 - Container Volumes by Trade Direction - Source Container Trade Statistics

Container Volumes by Trade Direction
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3. PORT CONGESTION
Port Congestion

Week 26

3.39m TEU
13,3% of fleet

Up 1.6%

Figure 3
Port congestion.
Source Linerlytica,
Market pulse week 26

According to Linerlytica, North Asia, North America ad North
Europe saw increased vessel delays, with the largest increase
coming in North Asia surpassing North America due to severe
weather conditions in North and South China last week which
resulted in a brief closing of the ports.
(Source: Linerlytica, Market Pulse week 26 2022)

Figure 4 - Port congestion by region - Source Linerlytica, Market pulse week 26 2022 Figure 5 - Port congestion - US Ports. Source: Linerlytica, Market pulse week 22

Port congestion in North America is focused on USEC ports. As it is 
shown on figure 5, from the start of this year the number of vessels 
that are awaiting port calls are rapidly increasing.

Europe is also in a critical situation, particularly in Rotterdam and 
Bremerhaven, causing an ongoing operational disruption across the 
global supply chain which impacts yard density levels and vessels 
waiting times. (Maersk line Asia Pacific Market update June 2022)Congestion Watch

Port Congestion by region
Port Congestion – US Ports
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4. ALBERTO RIVOLA’S PROSPECTIVE

AAllbbeerrttoo RRiivvoollaa
Head of Global Ocean Procurement

In my commentary last month, I mentioned that June was going to be a key month for our industry, and that by July we may have had a better picture of 
what the future would hold for us for the second half of 2022.
According to Drewry’s latest Container Forecaster report, the container market has certainly turned however we should not expect a swift normalization. 
While high inflation, higher inventory, consumer’s confidence is telling us that volumes will not stage much of a comeback, at the same time, port 
congestion and other logistics bottlenecks are not giving any signs that they are going away. 
Labor issues at ports in North America and Europe are still looming over the shipping industry, the same applies for truckers in Korea and railways in the 
UK. On top of it, partial lockdowns for Covid mass-testing in China makes importers quite nervous about the right direction to take in the second half of 
2022.
There are still mixed feelings on whether the market is going to grow in 2022. The supply/demand balance will weaken, and this should lead to lower freight 
and charter rates as well as second-hand ship prices. I do not think rates will fall back down to pre-Covid levels, considering that IMF and economists are 
downgrading the GDP projections every month, we may see a negative year in terms of global demand. But it is not a given. What happened in the last two 
years should have taught us that we cannot make too many firm predictions. 
Nevertheless, a sudden and strong slowdown of volume, along with important decrease of spot rates should give some relief to ports and accelerate the 
recovery from the current port and rail congestion.
At that point, we will see if shipping lines will be able to maintain capacity discipline and enforce the long-term contracts. Blank sailings could be the 
answer for carriers to improve schedule efficiency, but also to avoid a strong and speedy deterioration of the rates.
The fleet will on average grow faster over the next two years than in the recent past, faster than head-haul and regional trade demand. However, according 
to Bimco, the introduction of regulatory measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions is going to add an additional layer of complexity to forecasts but 
overall, the effective capacity supply will also grow faster than demand.
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5. TRENDS > RATES AND CAPACITY BY TRADE
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TO RATES CAPACITY
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Strong increase | Moderate increase | Strong decline | Moderate declineNo change |Figure 6 - Rates and Capacity by trade July 2022. Source Savino Del Bene
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5. TRENDS > RATES BY TRADES

By monitoring the rate trends of the last few weeks, we can observe from a rates perspective, the market is 
turning. Index is mainly driven down by the Trans-pacific lanes. Compared to week 27 of the previous year, the 
current index is 9% lower than in 2021. However, it is still four times higher than the pre-pandemic period.

Figure 7 – FBX. Source Freight Baltos Index available on freightos.com
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5. TRENDS > RATES BY TRADES

The largest mover of this month is North America to North Europe, which is +26%. Export from North 
Europe to China/East Asia has recorded a decrease of 13%.

Figure 8 - FBX by trade. Source Freight Baltos Index available on freightos.com

On the major trade lanes, only Trans-Atlantic prices are higher than at the start of the year. TAWB is higher (+ 13%) than the beginning of the year and year on year (+42%).
If demand continues to erode, then we may face an atypical decrease of rates during a traditional peak season time which could lead to blank sailings to match capacity with demand.

Disclaimer: Shipping indexes do not capture the rate levels set by the so-called “premium” services such as Diamond Tier, SPGO, Shipping Guarantee, etc.
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5. TRENDS > CAPACITY BY TRADE

Figure 9 - capacity by trade. Source Linerlytica, Market pule week 26

According to the latest report from

Project 44, ocean carriers are opting
for a more aggressive blanking

strategies to manage a dip in
demand. “Other tactics”, including

more slow steaming, would be
employed by shipping lines to

underpin rates and mitigate the
impact of soaring bunker costs.

Moreover, Project 44’s report notes
that the increasing trend of carriers

to divert vessels to “more profitable”
routes, leaves some network trades

as “‘ghost” services, without a ship
assigned.

(Source: Project 44)
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5. TRENDS > BUNKER

The spread between VLSFO and IFO380 is around 400$/mt. Based on multiple sources, a quick estimate shows that scrubber-fitted vessels may save about 
15.000$/day compared to no scrubber vessels.

The increase of bunker did little or nothing to prevent decline of position in shipping rates.

From 2022 most of the vessels will have to go drydock to make technical changes to reduce Co2 emissions: change of propellers, change of bulbs, engine 
adjustments, etc…

Figure 10 - Bunker price. VLSFO vs IFO380. Source: Shipandbunker available on https://shipandbunker.com/prices/av/global/av-g04-global-4-ports-average
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5. TRENDS > BUNKER

Figure 11 - IMO 2023 EEXI regulation - Source CMA-CGM & IMO.org

IMO 2023
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5. TRENDS > SCHEDULE RELIABILITY

According to Sea-Intelligence: : “Schedule reliability has improved once again, this time by 2.1 percentage points M/M, 
reaching 36.4% in May 2022, which is the highest figure so far recorded in 2022. Schedule reliability has improved once 
again, this time by 2.1 percentage points M/M, reaching 36.4% in May 2022, which is the highest figure so far recorded in 
2022”. (Sea-Intelligence, Maritime Analysis Global Liner Performance Report –June 2022)

Figure 12 - Global schedule reliability. Source: Sea-Intelligence, Maritime Analysis Global Liner Performance Report – May. 2022
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5. TRENDS > SCHEDULE RELIABILITY BY TRADE

Figure 13 - Global schedule reliability by trade. Source: Sea-Intelligence, Maritime Analysis Global Liner Performance Report – May. 2022
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5. TRENDS > NEW SERVICES

Figure 14
New services.
Source: Linerlytica,
Market pulse week 26, 2022
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It is Savino Del Bene’s top priority to ensure that customer needs are met, whilst evaluating and analyzing the market situation in
order to ensure that such difficulties are mitigated as much as possible.

With over 293 offices around the world, Savino Del Bene is ready to find your freight forwarding and logistic solutions for your
business needs.

6. SAVINO DEL BENE FEEDBACK
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SAVINO DEL BENE S.p.A.
WORLDWIDE HEADQUARTERS
Via del Botteghino, 24/26/28A

50018 Scandicci  (FI) - Italy
Ph: +39 055 52191  Fax: +39 055 721288

headquarters@savinodelbene.com

www.savinodelbene.com


